Abstract.In CNC manufacturing,there often arises the need to create GCode programs which require the calculation of discrete x-y coordinate point pairs(2D). An example of this situation is when the programmer needs to create a program to machine a helix(or thread).The required toolpath will be a set of points on a helix curve.The problem now entails calculating the number of points along this curve.If there are too few points,the toolpath will not be smooth.Too many points and the program becomes too big.This article will serve to provide a simple way to divide a circle into discrete points,with a notion of "dimensional tolerance" built into the algorithm.
Introduction
When required to machine a helix or thread using CNC machines,it is sometimes necessary to calculate discrete point pairs on this curve.The cutting tool must follow a path along these points. We view the helix as a circle in the X-Y Cartesian plane with an advance in the Z-axis direction.The problem now facing the CNC-programmer is to determine the number of points for a smooth toolpath(sometimes a rough toolpath may also be needed).What follows is a simple non-arbitrary method to calculate the number of points.
The Method
We will use a well known limiting argument to briefly discuss the ideas behind the technique. First we approximate the number of points on the circle by thinking of an inscribed regular polygon P with n vertices.As n → ∞, the inscribed polygon approaches the bounding circle C.Similarly,as n → ∞,the area A p of the inscribed polygon P approaches the area of our bounding circle A c .That is,as n → ∞, A p → A c .
The area A c = πr 2 and the area A p = 2n(ah).In the latter formula for A p ,a is the apothem of P,and h is the height of a right angled triangle formed by r,a and h.See Fig1.It is obvious that if we need a finite value for n,then a can never equal r, i.e. a =r and r is an upper limit for a.Now we can encode a notion of "dimensional tolerance" in our calculation, by choosing how close we want a to get to r.Let us denote this difference of r-a,by δ.By setting δ to some small posive value(eg. δ = 0.1),we generate an inscribed polygon with apothem a = (r -0.1) or genrally a = r -δ.From this we can now calculate the value of n.Since r is given we have: the height h = √ r 2 − a 2 . The angle between r and a is θ = Arctan(h/a) in radians. Putting this all together we have, n = π/θ.In a step-by-step procedure: 1).Choose a value for δ and set tolerance. 2).Use theorem of Pythagoras to calculate h = √ r 2 − a 2 . 3).Use θ = Arctan(h/a) to calculate θ. 4).Calculate value of n = π/θ.
The Application
Once we have a value for n we can use this value in our computations.This is best illustrated by an example.We will use Java as our language for this purpose:Listing 1. System.out.println("Enter a value for the radius"); radius = in.nextDouble(); double dia = 2 * radius; apothem = radius -0.0005;// chosen value for tolerance height = Math.sqrt((radius * radius) -(apothem * apothem)); chord = 2 * height; theta = Math.atan(height / apothem); angle = 2 * (theta);// angle between points numpts = (2 * PI) / angle;// calculate number of points int n = ((int) numpts) + 1;//convert to int System.out.println("The number of points is " + n); System.out.printf("The angle is %01.3f\r\n", angle); } } Listing 1 above shows the code to generate a value for n.This code can be implemented in another Java class which is our actual goal:
Listing 2. This is a full application employing our algorithm.This code can be copied and run on Eclipse.The resulting G-Codes can be used on a CNC 3-Axis Vertical Milling Machine.The G-Codes will be created in a file called "TestHelix.nc". // Calculate the number of holes and the angle theta // First step get inputs to calculate the number of points // get cutterdia System.out.println("Enter the cutter dia\n"); cutdia = in.nextDouble(); cutrad = cutdia / 2; // get center for X System.out.println("Enter the center for X\n"); xcent = in.nextDouble(); // get center for Y System.out.println("Enter the center for Y\n"); ycent = in.nextDouble(); // get the radius of the bore System.out.println("Enter a value for the radius"); tradius = in.nextDouble(); radius = tradius -cutrad; // get the pitch System.out.println("Enter the pitch\n"); pitch = in.nextDouble();
// get the length of the bore System.out.println("Enter the length of the bore\n"); length = in.nextDouble();
System.out.println("Enter the tolerance,a small value\n"); tolerance = in.nextDouble(); revs = length / pitch; int revsk = (int) revs;
// Now calculate the number of points //this is our algorithm apothem = radius -tolerance; height = Math.sqrt((radius * radius) -(apothem * apothem)); theta = Math.atan(height / apothem); angle = 2 * (theta);// angle between points numpts = (2 * PI) / angle;// calculate number of points int n = ((int) numpts) + 1;// convert numpts to integer n System.out.println("The number of points is " + n); System.out.printf("The angle is %01.6f\r\n", angle); // Print program header out.println("%O1000"); out.println("G54 G17 G40 G80 G90"); out.println("S1000 M03"); out.println("G01 Z100. F1000"); out.println("X" + xcent + " Y" + ycent + " Z20.00 F3000");
for (int k = 0; k < revsk; k++) // loop over revs 
Conclusion
The algorithm as discussed above is useful in that it supplies the user with a non-arbtrary method to discretize a circular toolpath curve.Once this value is computed it is used to generate G-Codes.The example Java code can be modified to suit spirals,helices,circles and even eliptical helices.Although there is CAD/CAM software available for creating such toolpaths,this is an inexpensive alternative.
